L6030 LOI THE (VIETNAM, 1996)
(Other titles: The oath)

Credits: director, Truong Phuong; writer, Tram Huong.
Cast: Le Van, Don Duong, Le Cong Tuan Anh.
Summary: Melodrama set in South Vietnam in the 1960s and 70s. Khanh and Trung were lovers involved in the anti-government student movement. While Trung went north for further study, Khanh was put in jail where she gave birth to their daughter, Hoa Binh. After liberation Khanh found Trung much changed with a thirst for power. He married another and Khanh brought up Hoa Binh on her own. Hoa Binh grew up to become a journalist believing her father had died in the war. When Trung’s wife was brought to trial for illegal commercial activity, Hoa Binh investigated and found the real criminal to be Trung. At that point Khanh told her daughter the truth of her parentage and although it was painful, urged forgiveness.